


We are very happy and honored to invite you to Akasha 
Retreat Center for our Uní Retreats immersion in Amazonian 

Spirituality, conducted by Isku Kua, chief of the main Yawanawá 
village (Nova Esperança Village) along with his family and group 

in a total of 10 Yawanawá representatives. 

Isku Kua is one of the main references of the Yawanawá nation 
and one of the indigenous leaders of the Uní Retreats program. 
Retreats led by Isku at our retreat center have been moments 
of a lot of joy and spiritual healing, and participants always 
provide very beautiful feedback and testimonials in regards 

to their experiences. 



The two weeks of retreats in September 2022 will be 
conducted by Isku Kua, Nawashahu, TuiKuru, Txanu, Keyáni, 
Yawakaná, Tapi, Saná, Tapú and Ayá. We will also have the 

privilege of having ceremonies of the Lakota nation conducted 
by Wakia Un Manee and Adriana Ocelot. 



Retreats conducted by the Yawanawa provide a deeper 
experience in Yawanawa culture and spirituality. In each retreat 
there will be three Ayahuasca ceremonies, traditional activities 

such as body painting, singing circles and storytelling, hapé 
(tobacco snuff), sananga circles, teachings on Yawanawa 
spirituality, Inipi (sweatlodge), teachings and songs in the 

Lakota tradition. All of this and more in the beautiful nature 
of the Itaipava mountains, in upstate Rio de Janeiro where 

the Akasha Retreat Center is located. 



Each retreat is limited to groups of up to 38 people, to allow for 
a more intimate experience  with the spiritual leaders, in the 
comfort of Akasha Retreat Center, with group bungalows, 
healthy meals, herbal sauna, and natural swimming pools.

        



THE YAWANAWA
        

 

Since time immemorial, the Yawanawa people have lived on the banks of the 
Gregorio river, in the Brazilian Amazon, the most biodiverse biome on the planet. 

In this rich habitat, their ancestors developed a vast knowledge of the healing plants 
of the forest and a cosmovision of great spiritual wisdom. The Yawanawá people’s 

first contact with the non-indigenous world happened a little over a hundred 
years ago. It was an intense period of much conflict with the rubber barons and 
protestant missionaries who invaded their lands and tried to forbid Yawanawá 
language, culture and spirituality. In the 1980s, chief Biraci Nixiwaka Brasil led 

his people in the fight for the recognition of their native territories, and the 
Yawanawá became the first indigenous people to obtain the official rights to their 

lands in the state of Acre.

The Yawanawá have since reclaimed their sacred medicines, rituals, song and dance, 
festivals, games, traditional body painting and adornment, artwork and food, in a 

profound journey of cultural revival. The traditional village where first contact was 
made is today a space dedicated exclusively to spirituality. Known today as the Sacred 

Village, it is home to the burial grounds of their ancestors, a garden with more than 
2,700 varieties of medicinal plants and it is where the initiation of their spiritual 

leaders is carried out through isolation and plant diets. 

Messengers of Yawanawa spirituality currently lead prayers and ceremonies in 
Brazil and around the world, sharing the magic of these enchanted people through 

their ancestral medicines and exceptional musicality.



ISKU KUA YAWANAWA

For many years, Isku Kua has been supporting 
his father chief Nixiwaka in the administra-

tion of tribal affairs. Today he is chief of Nova 
Esperança (“New Hope”) village, with a pop-
ulation of 300 people. Isku Kua represents the 

young generation and has already been through 
the higher spiritual initiations of the tradition. 
He is also a talented musician and guitar play-
er, who adapted many traditional songs to the 

guitar, and travels frequently to Europe and the 
United States to share his people’s culture and 
spirituality. Isku’s knowledge of his culture gets 
deeper every day as a result of his commitment 

to the studies and his conduction of the Uní 
ceremony impresses even Yawanawa elders.

NAWASHAHU

Nawashahu is niece of the chief Nixiwaka, 
daughter of PakaYuva and Isku Kua’s wife. 

She carries the ancestral voice of her mother 
PakaYuva and is recognized craftswoman and 

painter of the sacred designs of the Yawanawa, 
the kenes. Nawashahu has also an important 

role in the leadership of Nova Esperança Village 
with Isku Kua.



TUIKURU

TuiKuru is also one of the few men from the 
younger generation of the Yawanawa who 
committed to the sacred Samakai (diet), 

their highest spiritual initiation and Tuin Kuru 
leads Nova Esperança Village with his cousin 
Isku Kua. He is a nephew of chief Nixiwaka 
and brother of Peû, being one of the most 

talented musicians and guitar players of the 
Yawanawa people. Tuin Kuru has profound 
knowledge of the traditional plants and is a 
craftsman that sets new trends among his 
people. Moreover, he is a Yura Keneia, a 

great painter of Yawanawa sacred designs.  
After ten years, Tuin Kuru returns to 

Rio de Janeiro to take part in this very 
special retreat. 

VARI TXANU

Vari Txanú is the one responsible, along with 
Isku Kua, for the preparation of the medicine 

(Ayahuasca - Uní) at the main Yawanawa 
village, Nova Esperança. Vari Txanu has 

completed the highest initiations and diets 
of the Yawanawa people, such as the Muká 
diet, has deep knowledge of the medicine 

plants and provides great support for Isku’s 
leadership at Nova Esperança. Vari Txanu 
was trained and recognized by the great 

medicine man (pajé) Tatá.

  



KEYÁNÎ YAWANAWA

Keyánî is Txanu’s wife and a great singer 
of the Yawanawa’s traditional songs. Keyaní 
is a recognized craftswoman and painter. 

Keyánî is part of the movement of the 
younger generation the Yawanawa but 

chose to study only the traditional songs 
and not the ones with the guitar, 

having learned with her father who has 
also completed the diet of Muká. 

YAWAKANAH

Yawakanah is Isku Kua’s daughter and a very 
dedicated student of Yawanawa tradition. 
At early age is already accomplished in 

percussion and the guitar and is expected 
by the elders of the Yawanawa nation to be 
among the main spiritual representatives of 

the Yawanawa of the new generation.  



TAPI

Tapi is part of the new generation of spiritual 
representatives of the Yawanawá tradition 
who learns from his father, the Yawanawá 
professor Tika Matxuru who has extensive 

knowledge of the Yawanawá language, 
stories and is a teacher in the Yawanawa 

school at Nova Esperança Village, in addition 
to a guardian of the highest initiation of 
the Yawanawá spirituality, the Muká. 

Tapi also studies, accompanies and supports 
Isku Kua in the spiritual works and in 

the daily works of the village.

SANÁ 

Saná is part of the new generation of 
spiritual representatives of the Yawanawá 
tradition who learns from his father, the 

Yawanawá professor Tika Matxuru who has 
extensive knowledge of the Yawanawá 
language, stories and is a teacher in the 
Yawanawa school at Nova Esperança 
Village, in addition to a guardian of the 

highest initiation of the Yawanawá spirituality, 
the Muká. Sanái also studies, accompanies 
and supports Isku Kua in the spiritual works 

and in the daily works of the village. 
Saná is also part of Yawakaná’s (Isku’s 
daughter) group of young Yawawnawá 
that represent their spiritual tradition. 



API

Api is son of KateYuvê (Nani) is a young 
Yawanawá musician who studies the stories 

and chants. Api lives in in the Nova 
Esperança Village, accompanies and 

supports Isku Kua in the spiritual works 
and in the daily works of the village.

AYÁ 

Ayá is Api’s wife and Isku Kua’s sister in law, 
daughter of  Yuvá and Chief Nixiwaká’s niece. 

Ayá along with Nahawshahu in the Nova 
Esperança Village is one of the Yawanwá 

women who focuses in the traditional chants. 



WAKIA UN MANEE

Wakia Un Manee is a full blooded Klamath/
Modoc native of North America, medicine 
man, sundancer and leader of the Vision 
Quest and Inipi (Sweat Lodge) ceremony. 
From a young age he was brought up with 
the Lakota and Ojibway, so his work has 
been largely influenced by the traditions 
and culture of these two nations. Wakia                    

graduated in psychology and political sciences 
and also studied theology. He founded and 

developed non-profit charitable organizations 
within various communities. As an activist,                            
Wakia stood on the front lines, fought and                                                                       
defended the rights of native peoples, as 

well as environmental and ecological issues.        
His work is focused on empowering                
people to recognize and understand                                                                  

their own capabilities.

ADRIANA OCELOT

Adriana Ocelot is a medicine woman, 
sweat lodge leader, sun dancer in 

Tamoanchan – Mexico and Crow Dog’s 
Paradise – USA, leader of Vision Quest, 

moon dancer at Ollintlahuimeztli in 
Teotihuacan - México and leader of the Moon 
Dance Menee Waka Meztli, which is heading 

towards its 4th year at Akasha Retreat Center 
with 180 dancers. Guardian of a RedMoon 

Temple for women’s retreats, healer in 
traditional native technique and in the 

use of medicinal plants.



Sept 2nd - Friday
• Morning gathering in Rio de Janeiro 

and 2 hour road trip to the mountains                       
of Itaipava - Akasha Retreat Center.

• Evening purification - sweatlodge in the 
Lakota tradition.

Sept 3rd – Saturday
• Morning introductions and integration circle. 

• Evening Traditional Yawanawa Uni                        
Ceremony, chants, dances and prayers. 

Medicines of Uni (ayahuasca), Hapé          
(tobacco snuff) and Sananga (eye drops).

Sept 4th - Sunday
• Cultural/spiritual activities in the afternoon.

Sept 5th - Monday
• Cultural/spiritual activities in the morning 

• Evening Traditional Yawanawa Uni                        
Ceremony, chants, dances and prayers. 

Medicines of Uni (ayahuasca), Hapé          
(tobacco snuff) and Sananga (eye drops.)

ASept 6th - Tuesday
• Cultural/spiritual activities in the afternoon.

Sept 7th- Wednesday 
• Cultural/spiritual activities in the morning. 

• Evening Traditional Yawanawa Uni                        
Ceremony, chants, dances and prayers. 

Medicines of Uni (ayahuasca), Hapé          
(tobacco snuff) and Sananga (eye drops).

Sept 8th - Thursday
• Afternoon integration circle.

• Evening Drum Circle and Songs of the 
Lakota Tradition

Sept 9th - Friday
• Afternoon 2 hour road trip to                                                          

Rio de Janeiro and Galeão                        
International Airport;

* Please note the Program is subject to changes.

in addition to the ceremonies                               
the retreat will also include:

 Spiritual teachings    Traditional activities 
Hapé (tobacco snuff)    Storytelling circles

Face and body paintings  
Herbal sauna 

Daily breakfast, lunch and dinner.

SEPTEMBER RETREAT 1 - PROGRAM



Sept 10th – Saturday
• Morning gathering in Rio de Janeiro and 2 

hour road trip to the mountains of Itaipava - 
Akasha Retreat Center.

• Evening purification - sweatlodge in the 
Lakota tradition.

Sept 11th - Sunday
• Morning introductions and integration circle. 

• Evening Traditional Yawanawa Uni                        
Ceremony, chants, dances and prayers. 

Medicines of Uni (ayahuasca), Hapé          
(tobacco snuff) and Sananga (eye drops).

Sept 12th - Monday
• Cultural/spiritual activities in the afternoon.

Sept 13th - Tuesday
• Cultural/spiritual activities in the morning 

• Evening Traditional Yawanawa Uni                        
Ceremony, chants, dances and prayers. 

Medicines of Uni (ayahuasca), Hapé          
(tobacco snuff) and Sananga (eye drops.

Sept 14th - Wednesday
• Cultural/spiritual activities in the afternoon.

Sept 15th - Thursday 
• Cultural/spiritual activities in the morning. 

• Evening Traditional Yawanawa Uni                        
Ceremony, chants, dances and prayers. 

Medicines of Uni (ayahuasca), Hapé          
(tobacco snuff) and Sananga (eye drops).

Sept 16th - Friday
• Afternoon integration circle.

• Evening Drum Circle and Songs of the 
Lakota Tradition.

Sept 17th - Saturday
• Afternoon 2 hour road trip to                                                          

Rio de Janeiro and Galeão                        
International Airport;

* Please note the Program is subject to changes.

in addition to the ceremonies                               
the retreat will also include:

 Spiritual teachings    Traditional activities 
Hapé (tobacco snuff)    Storytelling circles

Face and body paintings  
Herbal sauna 

Daily breakfast, lunch and dinner.

SEPTEMBER RETREAT 2 - PROGRAM



Click Here

                    RETREAT INCLUDES: 
 

• Interview and integration with Uni Retreats specialized psychologists;
• Land transportation from Rio de Janeiro to Aldeia Akasha in Itaipava;

• 7 nights accommodation in shared rooms at the Akasha Retreat Center                              
(up to 3 people per room);

• 3 daily meals at Aldeia Akasha;
• Participation in all medicine ceremonies and sweat lodges;

• English/Portuguese Translators;
•  Land transportation from Aldeia Akasha to Rio de Janeiro.

                            

                                SERVICES AVAILABLE AT AN ADDITIONAL COST: 
 

• Individual sessions with the indigenous leaders;
• Individual sessions with talented bodyworkers & physiotherapists; 
• Post-retreat follow up consultation with specialised psychologists;

REGISTRATION
Click the link to sign up:

Download PDF to access registration link

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdoDhHgQ5qg3olWRiBvkopqIFOn1v_Hk2fOQMYIbaYUvaN0mg/viewform?vc=0&c=0&w=1&flr=0
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdoDhHgQ5qg3olWRiBvkopqIFOn1v_Hk2fOQMYIbaYUvaN0mg/viewform?vc=0&c=0&w=1&flr=0


VENUE

AKASHA RETREAT CENTER
Itaipava - Rio de Janeiro 

 
In the mountains of Itaipava, less than 2 hours away from Rio de Janeiro’s international airport, 
Akasha Retreat Center is the perfect environment for deep healing immersions with indigenous 

leaders and plant medicines. The spaces especially built for our spiritual retreats integrate 
beautifully with Its lush vegetation, rivers, natural pools and waterfalls.

All facilities on the land follow principles of bioconstruction, for sustainability and integration 
with nature, and sacred geometry, to potentialize energetic flow. Our bungalows offer the 
comfort of an Eco-Resort, and the space also includes an herbal steam sauna with natural 

organic herbs from Akasha’s own garden.

COMMON AREAS INCLUDE:

Kupixawá (Ceremonial Center) - Geodesic dome - Waterfalls - Natural pools                                          
- Herbal sauna - dining hall - Bungalows











ABOUT US

The organizing crew of Uni Retreats is comprised of founding members of 
the Huni Kuin Guardians, a leading group in Brazil in the organization of indigenous 
ayahuasca ceremonies outside the Amazon, since 2005, with a history of important 

projects in the villages and around the world.

CONTACTS

contact@uniretreats.org

www.uniretreats.org

https://portaltxai.org/en/home/


A Deep immersion in
Amazonian Spirituality
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